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M.M:40             Time: 60 Minutes 

 
OFFLINE EXAMINATION (PHASE–II) 

 
Name:___________ Reg. No. _____________Mobile No.____________ 

 

General Instructions: 

 

1. Duration of the examination is 60 Minutes. Question Paper contains 40 

questions with maximum 40 marks. 

2. There will be negative marking in Phase – II, i.e. ¼ mark will be deducted for 

each incorrect answer. 

3. Use of gadgets is not allowed. 

4. Students must abide by the instructions issued during the examination by the 

invigilator or the centre incharge. 

5.  Before attempting the question paper ensure that it contains all pages & no 

question is missing. 

6. Immediately fill the particulars on this page of the test booklet and OMR with 

BLACK ballpoint pen only. Use of pencil is strictly prohibited. 

   

 

 

 

 

 

  Student’s Signature                     Invigilator’s Signature 

Phase – II    Question Paper    Class - I 
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SPACE FOR ROUGH WORK 
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ENGLISH (10 Marks)                                                        
 

(Direction for Q1 and Q2): Rearrange the jumbled words to form a sentence.  

1. Rainbow beautiful what a is it ! 

a. Beautiful rainbow is a it what !               b. What a beautiful rainbow it is! 

c. A beautiful rainbow is it what !               d. None of these 

2. God bless may you. 

a. You may bless God.                                 b. Bless god may you.                            

c. God you may bless.                                  d. May God bless you. 

3.   Complete the following sentence by choosing the correct article. 

There is __________ big park near my house. 

a. the                                    b. a                      c. an                         d. none of these 

(Direction for Q4 and Q5): Which word is a common noun? 

4. Mr. Davis loves to eat pizza.  

a.  Mr. Davis                         b. loves                c. eat             d. pizza 

5.  Which is not a noun? 

a.  Dog                          b. School            c. Running               d. Ms. Taylor 

6.   Choose the common noun in the sentence given below. 

  January is the first month of the year. 

a.  year                              b. month            c. January                d. both a and b 

7.   Choose the suitable pronoun for the following sentence. 

___________ are my friends. 

a.  He                                 b. We                c. She                       d. They 

8.   Find the verb in the sentence given below. 

 Her little puppy slept in my lap. 

a. lap                                  b. little              c. slept                     d. puppy 

9.  Choose the correct pronoun for the underlined word. 

  My friend’s name is Sunny.  _________ loves to play chess. 

a. I                             b. He                            c. They                   d. It 

10.   Find the proper noun in the sentence given below. 

  Rohan is a famous painter. 

a. Famous                      b. Painter                    c. Rohan                d. Both a and b     
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 MATHEMATICS (10 Marks)                                                            
 

11.   20 more than 5 tens is ____________. 

a.  70                              b. 52                            c. 25                      d. 55 

12.  Which of the following does not make 55? 

a. 15+40                       b. 20+25                     c. 25+30                d. 32+23 

13.  Which of the following gives the smallest number? 

a. 5 tens -3 tens             b. 2 tens-1 ten           c. 1 ten-5 ones       d. 3 tens-9 ones 

14.   Start from 36 and skip count backward by 2. Now you will reach at _____. 

a. 32                              b. 33                           c. 34                      d. 35 

15. Find the missing number: - 

29,     31 ,    33,  ____,   37, ______. 

a. 34 and 35                     b. 35 and 39                 c. 34 and 38        d. 40 and 42 

16.   What will be the next shape in the sequence? 

                                                                                                                

                                                                                   ? 

 

a.                                b.                                  c.                               d.  

 

(Direction for Q17 and Q18): Look at the table given below and answer the 

questions that follow- 

  

Car Colour Number of Cars 

Red Car 16 

Green Car 12 

Blue Cars 5 

Black Cars 4 

 

17.   How many blue cars are there?        

a. 16                               b. 12                               c. 5                        d. 4 

18.   Which car is maximum in number? 

a. Red                             b. Green                         c. Blue                 d. Black 
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19.   Choose the correct option for the following sentence. 

   Seventeen is less than twenty. 

a. 17<20                           b. 17>20                        c. 17=20            d. 17 -20 

20.   The digit at the tens place in the number 26 is- 

a. Seven                         b. Two                           c. Six                     d. Eight 

 

 

EVS (10 Marks)                                                        
  

21. To cut our nails, we use a _____________. 

a.  nail cutter                 b. toothbrush              c. soap                     d. comb 

22.   My father’s sister is my ___________.   

a.  grandfather               b. mother                   c. aunt              d. sister 

23.  We should store food in __________ utensils. 

a. dirty                      b. clean                       c. both a and b         d. none of these 

24.  We get vegetables from ___________. 

a.  plants                        b. animals                  c. both a and b         d. none of these 

25.   We should ___________ water.  

a.  misuse                       b. save                      c. waste                     d. play 

26.   We wear raincoats in the ____________ season. 

a. winter                        b. summer                 c. rainy                     d. spring 

27.   Cotton clothes keep us __________. 

a. cool                            b. warm                     c. both a and b        d. none of these 

28.  Houses made of mud, straw, dry leaves etc. are called  _______ houses. 

a. pucca                          b. kuccha                 c. Both a and b       d. None of these 

29.  Who among the following looks after our safety? 

a.   Teacher                     b. Doctor                    c.  House maid         d. Police  

30.   Who among the following stitches our clothes? 

a. Watchman                 b. Tailor                     c. Gardener               d. Nurse 
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GK (10 Marks) 
 

31.  Who among the following is the second Indian woman boxer who won India at the 

Olympic Games? 

a. Lovlina Borgohain         b. Sania Mirza        c. Saina Nehwal     d. P.V Sindhu 

32.   Which of the following means of land transport is used to cover short distances? 

a. Train                           b. Scooter                      c. Bus                       d. Truck 

33.   How many spokes are there on the chakra in the Indian flag? 

a. 24                              b. 30                                c. 26                          d. 35 

34.   Which of the following is the national flower of India? 

a. Rose                       b. Lotus                             c. Tulip                      d. lily 

35.   Who among the following go to the mosque to pray? 

a. Hindus                       b. Muslims                    c. Christians             d. Sikhs 

36.   What is the taste of lemon? 

a. Sour                            b. Bitter                       c. Salty                     d. Sweet 

37.   Which of the following objects can sink in water? 

a.  Ice                            b. Leaf                          c. Balloon                d. Key  

38.   Who among the following is the greatest Indian footballer? 

a. Sunil Chhetri          b. Shubham gill           c. KL Rahul              d.  Virat Kohli 

39.  On the Independence day, our Prime Minister hoists the national flag at 

which of the following places? 

a. India Gate              b. Red Fort          c. Gateway of India          d. Qutab Minar 

40.   Which of the following is an indoor game? 

a. Table tennis             b. Cricket             c. Football                       d. Baseball 
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SPACE FOR ROUGH WORK 
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